CVT GEARBOX
MODEL: DDC-TB-606C

Description
The new Honda CVT non-polar automatic transmission assembly, the
transmission parameters are consistent with the requirements of teaching,
is tantamount to sound. All parts are complete, including input shaft, gear,
speed change mechanism, differential speed reduction, shift control
mechanism, etc.. With teaching aids, 000 dismounting the overturning
frame, the mechanical press type drip tray, supporting rack specifications.
Students can quickly master the structure and control principle of
transmission, speed up students' understanding of transmission, and it is an
ideal auxiliary understanding equipment for automobile school teaching.

1.

The transmission structure is of good integrity of the damaged parts, the parameters are in line with the needs of
manufacturing, normal operation. All parts complete, can meet the engine disintegration, installation,
commissioning, inspection process needs.

2.

The universal turning frame with the company independently developed, the turning frame assembly of different
types of transmission, the assembly is simple and convenient, suitable for the higher occupation colleges and training
institutions for students need the transmission theory and practical skills training.

3.

The distribution of worm turning structure, the use of advanced design concept, can be rotated 360 degrees of
freedom, and the automatic locking in a certain position, make the disassembly process more smoothly and
satisfactorily.

4.

The bench bottom with mechanical ram pan, do three parts, tools, oil does not fall. Make sure that the field is clean
and clean.

5.

The bench bottom adopts the high quality steel pipe, welded by special supporting frame, the upper worm turning
mechanism, the special welding system, bench is beautiful and durable.

6.

The turning frame for movable type, with nylon rubber universal movable casters, caster with convenient lock.

7. The surface of the metal frame of paint spraying and baking, bright colors, long service life!
Training Project :-

Good understanding of automatic transmission structure

By the transmission structure and principle of knowledge
training project.

By transmission overhaul technology training project.

By understanding and using worm turning structure.

Designed by Didasco in Germany
Assembled in Malaysia

Equipment configuration
No.

Accessory name

Qty

No.

Accessory name

Qty.

1

Transmission assembly

1

4

Worm crank

1

2

Turnover rack

1

5

Universal caster with lock

4

3

Pan

1

Product parameter:
1、By transmission type: Honda CVT step less automatic transmission.
2、By product size (length * width * height): 1000*750*800mm

Manuals:

General Terms:

Warranty:

(1) All manuals are written in English
(2) Model Answer
(3) Teaching Manuals

(1) Accessories will be provided where applicable.
(2) Manual & Training will be provided where applicable.
(3) Design & specifications are subject to change without notice.
(4)We reserve the right to discontinue the manufacturing of any product.

2 Years

* Proposed design only, subject to changes without any notice.
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